
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of internal communications. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for internal communications

Work with Internal Communications team and internal partners to write, edit,
proofread and produce a variety of internal communications for numerous
channels, including broadcast email, intranet site development and
maintenance, Sharepoint site support, and other digital and print messaging
and communication tactics directed at an internal audience
Tactically support strategic communication plans for internal partners and
executives, as needed
Provide daily tactical support for projects and programs led by the
Commercial Banking Communications team and provide project management
assistance for a variety of internal messaging strategies and tactics
Collaborate on and support the development of internal content production
processes and workflows to deliver high-quality messaging in an efficient and
effective way
Serve as liaison with the various functional areas of Commercial Banking
Marketing to ensure projects are completed in a timely and efficient manner
while engaging all required stakeholders
Quickly absorb and emulate the style and voice of the Commercial Banking
business in all written communications, adhering to the business's style guide
and assist internal communications colleagues with updating and maintaining
it
Quickly absorb formatting and look/feel for internal communications to
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Serve as a brand ambassador for Commercial Banking and offer support and
guidance for our internal partners in their messaging and communications
initiatives
Produce innovative content that inspires employees to create a world of
belonging anywhere and to apply our Core Values to their daily work
Build a regional comms strategy to provide insight and transparency

Qualifications for internal communications

Bachelor’s Degree in Communications, English, or Journalism preferred
Experience with multiple traditional and non-traditional channel
communications
Excellent technical skills, illustrating professional expertise with social media
technologies and advanced knowledge of various social tools
Proven experience with building out scalable marketing campaigns
Proficiency in MSFT Office including PPT is required
At least six years of writing experience – preferably with experience in the
financial services sector


